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CSIR-CLRI Foundation day celebrations

Director’s Message
Greetings and Namaskar to all the members of the Leather World!

lh,lvkbZvkj&lh,yvkjvkbZ us peZ m|ksx ds lrr fodkl ds fy, çkS|ksfxdh lgk;rk çnku
djus ds ladYi ds lkFk viuk 74 oka LFkkiuk fnol euk;kA ,d çxfr’khy laxBu ds pfj=
dks fpfàr djus okyh dbZ lqfo/kkvksa dk mn~?kkVu fd;k x;kA ysnj iksLV dk vçSy 2021 vad
mu lqfo/kkvksa vkSj vçSy 2021 esa 'kq: dh xbZ xfrfof/k;ksa dh >yd çLrqr djrk gSA çrhr
gksrk gS fd egkekjh ,d fodjky :i ys jgh gSA vc gekjh çkFkfedrk gS fd ge Lo;a lqjf{kr
jgsa vkSj nwljksa dh lqj{kk lqfuf’pr djsaA gesa bl egkekjh dh 'k`a[kyk dks vkxs c<+us ugha nsuk
Dr K J Sreeram
Director, CSIR-CLRI pkfg,A lh,yvkjvkbZ ysnj iksLV ds lHkh ikBdksa ds lq[kn vkSj LoLFk thou dh dkeuk djrk
gSA lqjf{kr jgsa] Hkkjr ljdkj }kjk tkjh dksfoM çksVksd‚yksa dk lE;d ikyu djsa vkSj ;fn ik=
gSa rks vo’; Vhdkdj.k djok,aA

CREDITS

The CSIR-CLRI celebrated its 74th Foundation day with a resolve to offer its technology support to the sustainable
development of the leather industry. Several facilities that mark the character of a progressive organization were
inaugurated. The Leather Post of April 2021 gives a glimpse of those facilities and the activities undertaken in
April 2021. The pandemic seems to be taking a vigorous mode. The priority now is to stay safe and ensure the
safety of others. We must not let the pandemic chain grow. To all the readers of Leather Post, CLRI wishes you
all good health. Stay Safe, Follow COVID protocols of the GOI, Vaccinate if eligible.
Jai Hind
Editor-in-Chief: Dr KJ Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI
Editor : Shri G Chandrasekar, Chief Scientist
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74th Foundation Day Celebrations of CSIR-CLRI
The 74th Foundation Day celebrations
of CSIR-CLRI commenced with
Dr K J Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI
garlanding the portrait of Dr B M Das,
founder Director, CSIR-CLRI.

Prof. Y Nayudamma Lec ture
Prof Y Nayudamma lecture commenced with the
director Dr. K.J. Sreeram welcoming the staff
members, industry colleagues, alumni, industry
association partners, all the stakeholders & other
online participants. Dr T Ramasami, Former Director,
CSIR-CLRI, Former Secretary, DST, and Former DG,
CSIR presided over the event. In his presidential
address, he shed light on the inseparable fact that
CSIR-CLRI cannot be spoken of without mentioning
Prof Y Nayudmma; just as how India as a nation
is inseparable from Mahatma Gandhi.
Director
welcomed the guest speaker Dr. Anil Kumar Gupta,
Founder, Honey Bee Network.
Dr Anil Kumar Gupta delivered the Prof Y Nayudamma
Lecture 2021 on “Learning, Linking, Leveraging
and Legitimizing Inclusive Innovations for Bypassed
Communities and Regions”. Dr Gupta explained
the ideology of Shodh Yatra with his management
students and highlighted that, out of box thinking of
anybody and everybody has to be recognized which
needs to be linked, leveraged and legitimized. He
also stressed that the inclusive innovations would be
made available and accessible to the masses through
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Science, technology and management.
After a scintillating lecture, Dr. K.J. Sreeram, Director
CSIR-CLRI, read out the citation of how the lecture
was in a manner befitting the value of the contributions
of Prof. Y Nayudamma and that the Indian leather
sector wishes to express its sincere appreciation for
the valuable and stimulating contribution in Nation
building by Prof. Anil Kumar Gupta.
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53 rd BM Das memorial lec ture
Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI welcomed
Dr Luis A Zugno, President IULTCS and member
of the Management Board of Leather Naturally the
guest speaker of the 53rd BM Das memorial lecture,
Shir Habeeb Hussain, Chairman, Research Council
of CSIR-CLRI and other industry colleagues for the
lecture. He emphasized on the first ever PAN India
foot survey as a part of developing an Indian Foot
Sizing System. Projects for understanding the carbon
footprint of leather product industries, a protocol for
determining the genuineness of leather and thus
awarding a leather mark and developing leather like
materials from reconstituted leather and other natural
fabrics was expressed by the director.

The memorial lecture was presided over by Shri.
Habeeb Hussain, Chairman, Research Council of
CSIR-CLRI and Director, AVT Group. In the course
of his presidential address he stressed on the need
for digitization in the industry. Dr Luis A Zugno, spoke
on “Leather Future: Can we get there from here?” Dr
Zugno provided an outlook at the Leather world today
with his inspiring, motivational and thought provoking
lecture. His lecture was befitting the value of the
contributions of the founder Director of CSIR-CLRI.
Dr J Raghava Rao, Chairman, CLRI Foundation Day
Committee proposed the formal vote of thanks to bring
to conclusion the 74th Foundation Day celebrations of
CSIR-CLRI.
On the occasion of the 74th foundation day
Celebrations of CSIR-CLRI, Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director,
CSIR-CLRI applauded the achievements of CSIRCLRI that included, winning the CSIR Technology
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Award and the NRDC award for innovation, winning
the national award for polymer waste management,
elections to Fellowship of the academy of sciences,
Chennai, the Young Scientist award of INAE, prizes
at the IISF, CHEMCON, workshops and conferences
of universities, DST AWSAR and sporting events. The
director also gave an insight into the papers published
during 2020 and patents filed by the scientists of CSIRCLRI during 2020-21.
Drawing/Painting competition for children/wards of staff
of CLRI, aged below 10 years and an essay contest for
children/wards aged between 10 years and 15 years
was conducted as part of CSIR-CLRI Foundation Day
2021 celebrations. Additionally a photography contest
was arranged for staff/research scholars for photos
taken within the campus. The results were read out
by the director during his address.
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Research in focus Publications
Fungus-resistant fatliquor from blended natural oils-A sustainable lubricating
product
Fatliquoring is an important step in making leather. It
endows strength and softness to leather by lubricating
its fibers. A certain amount of fungicide is also offered
during the post tanning operation, in order to protect
the leather from future fungus infection. The aim of
this work is to develop a lubricating emulsion with
fungal resistance activity. A Sulfated blended fatliquors
from plant based oil were developed by mixing 80:20
proportions of castor and rice bran oil respectively.
The antifungal activity of sulphated castor and rice
bran oil evaluated separately which was found to be
poor in. Further, when both the oils blended together
in the 80:20 proportions (castor and rice bran oil
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respectively) the antifungal activity of blended product
was noticeable with the proper lubricating effect. The
blended fatliquor was applied in the post tanning
operation and the resultant leathers were evaluated
for physical strength, such as tear strength, tensile
strength, and lastometer test.
Bindia Sahu , A. Tamil Selvi , R. Aravindhan
JALCA, Vol. 115(9) 324-329
https://journals.uc.edu/index.php/JALCA/article/
view/3851
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Webinar
“CSIR Success Story: Leather for Employment”
Established in 1948, CSIR-CLRI has always
interwoven its research efforts in tandem with
meeting the training needs of industry. Realizing the
significance of this synergy, the University of Madras
handed over Department of Leather Technology
currently under Anna University to be housed at CSIRCLRI. CSIR-CLRI employs Science and Technology
for development of the society through a strong
connect of academy, research and industry, hosting
the trinity model. The Institute’s education, training and
skill development initiatives nurture manpower, who
transform as change agents and enable percolation
of the cutting-edge technologies developed at CSIRCLRI into the industry.
As a part of depicting success stories of CSIR
commemorating the 80 years of its journey, a webinar
on CSIR-CLRI’s success on leather for employment
was organized on 1st March 2021. The session
commenced with an introductory remarks by Dr K J
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Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI. The following speakers
who had been alumni of CSIR-CLRI spoke about the
role of CSIR-CLRI in transforming them individually
and their contributions in technology translation and
employment generation in Leather sector: Shri Suresh
Babu Yadav, Vice-President of Super Tannery Ltd, Dr
P V Sambasiva Rao, Managing Director of Alpharama
Limited, Kenya, and Shri K Murali, Director, Central
Footwear Training Institute, Chennai.
In addition to these speakers, Shri. Habib Hussain,
Chairman, Research Council of CSIR-CLRI
highlighted the contributions of CSIR-CLRI in
technology development and skilling. Mrs Khyati
Nair who is handling leather department of Gujarat
Rural Industrial Marketing Corporation highlighted
the women empowerment skilling programmes
undertaken by CSIR-CLRI. The event was moderated
by Dr Shikha, SCDD, CSIR.
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Three months’ training programme in
“Leather goods manufacturing”
CSIR-CLRI RCED Ahmedabad
Three months’ training programme for 22 trainees in
leather goods manufacturing at Jasadan (Distt- Rajkot)
has entered into its final month. The participating
trainees showed immense interest in learning the skill
of leather goods making. They learnt the theoretical
and practical aspects of manufacturing various leather
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products like ladies shoulder bag, ladies hand purses,
shopping bag, coin pouch, gents wallet, credit card
case, key case etc. All the twenty-two trainees got
enough hands on experience while fabricating these
products.
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From RC Chairman

Inauguration of the New Gandhi Mandapam
Road Gate (New Gate) of CSIR-CLRI

Dr. K J Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI inaugurated the New Gandhi Mandapam Road Gate (New Gate) on the
Occasion of 74th CLRI foundation day celebrations
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Birthday celebration of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
was celebrated on 14 April 2021 at CSIR-CLRI
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CSIR-CLRI hosted the Bharat Ratna Dr BR
Ambedkar’s 130th Birth Anniversary Celebrations
on 15th April 2021 (Thursday) to commemorate the
memory of Dr. BR Ambedkar, father of the constitution
of India and civil rights activist, recognizing his
indispensable contributions as a social reformer and
in the construction of the entire concept of Republic
of India.

The welcome address and introduction of the speaker
was delivered by Dr. Swarna V Kanth, Senior Principal
Scientist and Head, CHORD, CSIR-CLRI.
The Chief Guest of the day was Shri. Rajnish
Kumar Jenaw, Chairman-cum-Managing Director,

National Scheduled Castes Finance and Development
Corporation, who shared his insights in the line of
restructuring the social stigma through skill-based
empowerment and societal interventions. Post the
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Chief Guest address, Shri. Ratikanta Jena, Deputy
General Manager (Skill Training), National Scheduled
Castes Finance and Development Corporation
explained about the various welfare schemes available
for the members of the community pan India right from
students to artisans.

Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI addressed the
gathering and enlightened about the journey of CSIRCLRI in enabling artisanal empowerment through
various mechanisms right from the past till date.

Post address by the Director, the vote of thanks
was delivered by Dr. A. Sivasamy, Chief Scientist,
Chemical Engineering, CSIR-CLRI.
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The redesigned CSIR-CLRI website (https://clri.org) was launched by Dr. J.
Ragahava Rao, Chief Scientist, CSIR-CLRI on the Occasion
74th CLRI foundation day celebrations.

Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI inaugurated the CLRI - Skill
Development, Training and Quality Assurance Centre on the occasion of
74th Foundation day of CSIR-CLRI

Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI inaugurated the Expanded Center for
Analysis, Testing, Evaluation & Reporting Services (CATERS) on the occasion
of 74th Foundation day of CSIR-CLRI
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Design and development of
glass-cutting
machine
for
readiness through adaptation of
re-engineering concepts.
by R&D support team
Glass-Blowing unit, one of the important domains
of Engineering Services, has been rendering the
design and fabrication services pertaining to the glass
apparatus requirements for the departments in need
such as Chemical, Biological, and Environmental and
also to cater the prime needs of Research scholars
and the students pursuing research and development
at CSIR-CLRI.
The Glass cutting machine originated from Germany
was installed at our institute four decades earlier. This
machine had developed corrosion due to continuous
usage of water and the presence of moisture and it
resulted to the damage as well as deterioration of
entire body. Besides, this machine has been nonoperational for more than 15 years and was felt
obsolete in nature. At this juncture, it was decided to
condemn this machine as scrap item and a proposal
was mooted to procure a new machine with the cost
estimation of 3.5 lakhs.
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Director had constituted a “R&D Support Team” to
render the technical interventions and services for
the needy departments in our institute. The prime
objective of this team is to get engaged on Machinery
Maintenance and calibration services and also to
get preparedness on Design and Development of
new devices and machines specific to the unique
requirements of departments and laboratories at our
institute. This team comprises of technical personnel
drawn from various departments namely: Shri. G.
Rajagopal, Leather Process Technology, Shri. K.
Gnana Prabhu SPDC, Shri V. Munisamy, Engineering
Services (Electrical), Shri M. Ramdoss, CATERS, Shri.
R. Purushothaman Chemical & Biological Pilot Plant
and Shri S. Mathivanan Head Engineering Services to
liaison to carry-forward the activities under the domain
of R&D Support services.
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R&D Support Team was assigned a challenging task
for revival of the unused Glass Cutting Machine. The
team dismantled all the parts/components of the
existing machine without posing any damage to the
important components/parts. An overall structure had
been planned, designed, and fabricated appropriately.
Subsequently, Cutting Wheel driving unit and Carriage
unit assembled to perform the normal operation of the
machine.
A submersible pump was installed to spray the water
on the diamond cutting wheel in order to reduce the
friction and also to minimise the heat being generated

on the wheel during the cutting operation. Water was
circulated through the filter which prevents the glass
dust particles from entering into the pump. The total
cost incurred for refurbishment of the machine was
around Rs. 12,000/- Only. The advantageous feature
of the machine would serve the desired purpose and
is beneficial for the present and future demands and
requirements of the needy departments of our institute.
Finally, the refurbished Glass-Cutting Machine was
inaugurated by Director on 15 April 2021. The images
captured at site are appended.

Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI inaugurated the refurbished Glass cutting machine
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From RC Chairman

Deer Park at CSIR-CLRI

A Deer park at CSIR-CLRI was inaugurated by Dr. K. J.
Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI on the occasion of 74th
CSIR-CLRI foundation day. The park is to preserve
the existing Deer population in CSIR-Central Leather
Research Institute campus. The Institute has initiated
numerous developmental activities such as planting
of appropriate saplings/plants suitable for the forage
of deer, and placing water trough for providing water
to the deer population at different places. CLRI has
created a Deer Park with the area of about 2,100 SQM
exclusively for the above-mentioned purpose.

Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI laid the Foundation Stone for Waste Management Park on
the occasion of the 74th CSIR-CLRI Foundation Day.
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Activities and Utility of CLRI-RCED Kolkata
The Regional Centre for Extension and Development
(RCED), Kolkata of CSIR-CLRI has been
continuously engaged in propagation of knowledge,
newly developed technologies in leather and allied
industries located at eastern region of the country. This
centre has been providing a variety of science and
technology-based services to the leather industry and

carrying out research on industry related problems.
The main objective of this centre is to provide support
to the Leather and Leather products manufacturers
in the eastern Indian region to grow and flourish in
all possible dimensions. The following services are
provided by this centre throughout the year.

Transfer of Modern Technologies

Demonstration of Pilot Biogas Plant at Calcutta Leather Complex for Co-digestion of Tannery Solid Waste
This centre is dedicated to the transmission of new
technologies developed by CSIR-CLRI at Calcutta
Leather Complex to help their leather production in
green, economic, and sustainable manner. RCEDKolkata is frequently organizing the demonstrations
regarding cleaner and modern technologies for the

leather production. In collaboration with CSIR- CLRIHeadquarters, this centre has established a pilot biogas plant in Calcutta leather complex, which showed
the enormous potential in the utilization of fleshing
waste from leather processing for green energy
generation.

Demonstration of Cleaner Technologies at Calcutta Leather Complex, Kolkata
Recently, the centre has also demonstrated the
technologies for TDS reduction, which includes
mechanical desalting, enzyme assisted unhairing
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and waterless chrome tanning at tanneries of CLC in
association with MSME & T, West Bengal.
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Testing and Certification Services
RCED, Kolkata is adequately equipped with modern
testing facilities and skilled manpower, continuously
engaged in offering testing and certification services
for chemicals, wastewater and leather. Finish Leather
Certification is a special service under this category.
The centre is closely working with customs department

and issue the certificates without any delay, for the
benefit of finished leather/product exporters in this
region. Besides, the centre is also extending the
technical support to the tanners and leather product
manufacturers.

Training Services
RCED, Kolkata is fully equipped with machineries for
leather-goods manufacturing and highly skilled and
motivated trainers. This centre regularly generates
skilled manpower through various national level

schemes both individually and in collaboration with
CSIR- North East Institute of Science & Technology
for the need of eastern region leather goods cluster of
the country.

National Monitoring service
This centre is regularly providing support to
Government of India (GOI) in monitoring of various

leather goods manufacturing training projects run by
non-government organizations.

Leather Goods Training Program at RCED, Kolkata
This Centre also helps GoI for successful authentic
implementation of Integrated Development of Leather
Scheme (IDLS) of Department for Promotion of
Industry and International Trade (DPIIT) at the
eastern zone of India. A technical team from CLRI-

RCED, Kolkata personally inspects the machineries
purchased under IDLS scheme and submit the report
to CSIR-CLRI, Chennai. Currently, this centre is
actively participating in “Development of Standards
for Indian Footwear Sizing System” .

Inspection of machineries procured undeer IDLS scheme
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CR OSSLIN X ’ 2 1
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Part of Platinum Jubilee Celebrations of Department of Leather
Technology
CROSSLINX, an International Technical
Symposium of Department of Leather
Technology which is conducted every year as
a part of students’ activity, serves as a platform
to exhibit the managerial skills of the students
to the leather fraternity. In this yearly series,
CROSSLINX’21 held this year, has seen a
new version by being organized via online
mode. The mega-event was held on 19th,
20th and 21st April, 2021 with a pre-event of
A L Mudaliar Oratorical Contest conducted on
12th of April, 2021.
CROSSLINX’21 started with the inaugural
speech delivered by Dr. K. J. Sreeram,
Director, CSIR-CLRI & Honorary Professor,
Department of Leather Technology, A C
Tech, Anna University, which was followed
by the panel discussion on the topic “New
Age Entrepreneurship: Opportunities and
Challenges” by Shri. Israr Ahmed Mecca,
Managing Director, M/s Farida Group and
Shri. Raja Sreenivasan, Managing Director,
M/s VRS Leathers. Excerpts from the panel
discussion are as follows:
Shri.Israr Ahmed Mecca: Focus on
Sustainability and focus on the Trinity
line (Ecosystem, Environment & Society).
Customers are conservative in terms of
finance. Show them new things. There is no
substitute for hard work and that is how we
all came up; plan and execute. You can also
become one of the best entrepreneurs;
Shri. Raja Seenivasan: Don’t get disheartened
by the current situation, it is temporary. Build

brands of your own. This is a Digital era,
so make a difference according to the era.
Irrespective of what you do, love it. Be an
optimistic person. You will be successful.
The day 2 of the CROSSLINX’21 saw
a series of Technical competitions with
enthusiastic participation from the students of
the global leather fraternity. Technical Paper
Presentation, Technical Poster Presentation,
Platinum Jubilee Video Contest and Product
Designing events were conducted.
The day 3 of the CROSSLINX’21 started with
a Biz Plan event, where students of various
institutions presented their business ideas,
marking the beginning of their entrepreneurial
journey. This event was followed by a
Technical Debate Event on the topic “Leather
Vs Synthetics (Vegan)”.
A pre-event of CROSSLINX’21 - A L Mudaliar
Oratorical Contest was held on 12th April,
2021 for school students and college students
where the young, ignited minds manifested
their oratorical skills.
CROSSLINX’21 concluded with the Valedictory
Ceremony where the results of all the events
were disclosed and the Valedictory speech was
delivered by Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIRCLRI & Honorary Professor, Department of
Leather Technology, A C Tech, Anna University
and Dr. J. Raghava Rao, Head & Honorary
Professor, Department of Leather Technology,
A C Tech, Anna University & Chief Scientist,
CSIR-CLRI.
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Dr. K. J. Sreeram, Director, CSIR-CLRI laid the Foundation Stone for

Integrated Solar Dryer and Pyrolysis Pilot Plant
on the occasion of the 74th CSIR-CLRI Foundation Day

CSIR - CLRI is carrying out an Indo-German
collaborative project on “Smart Cities integrated
energy supply, carbon sequestration and urban organic
waste treatment through combined solar sludge drying
and pyrolysis (PYRaSOL)” funded by Indo-German
Science and Technology Centre (IGSTC)”. In this
project, CSIR – CLRI is an Indian academic partner
and other partners of this PYRaSOL project are
Prof. Dirk Weichgrebe, Professor & Head, Institute
for Sanitary Engineering and Waste Management,
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz University, Hannover,
Germany (German academic partner), M/s. Biomacon
GmbH, Rehburg (German industrial partner) and M/s.
Ramky Enviro Engineers Ltd., Hyderabad (Indian
industrial partner).
Indo-German Science & Technology Centre (IGSTC)
As part of this project, it is proposed to install an
Integrated Solar Dryer and Pyrolysis pilot plant at
CSIR – CLRI, Chennai. In this regard, Dr. K J Sreeram,
Director, CSIR- CLRI laid the foundation stone for this
pilot plant on the occasion of 74th foundation day of
CSIR-CLRI on 23 April 2021.
In this project, a pilot plant is proposed to be installed
for technology development for joint processing of
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Fibrous Organic Waste (FOW) and Sewage Sludge
(SS) of Indian smart cities into hygienic and highly
valuable biochar associated with energy recovery,
carbon sequestration and environmental improvement.
The project focuses on managing and disposal systems
of fibrous waste generated along with Municipal Solid
Waste (MSW) from urban areas which is difficult to be
managed by the current treatment methods adopted
in the field. In addition, sewage sludge from STPs also
pose difficulty in the safe disposal due to presence of
pathogens. Hence, the proposed project pilot would
develop a simple, robust and combined processing

technology with solar drying using natural chimney
effect followed by a highly efficient single-chamber
pyrolysis of solar dried FOW and SS in a synergetic
manner to improve environment sanitation, energy
recovery, and carbon sequestration thereby converting
waste into products under Zero Waste Concept. The
outcome of this research study would address the
national missions of Government of India such as
Swachh Bharath and Smart cities Missions.
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“Restore the Ecosystems”
On occasion of World Earth Day on 22 April 2021, CSIR- CLRI Staff
who would be superannuating during the calendar year 2021-22 have
planted saplings to 'Restore the Ecosystems'

Mr. R Ramesh
Principal Technical Officer

Mr. V Ganesan
Sr. Technician(2)

Dr. J Raghava Rao
Chief Scientist
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Mr. S Nataraan
Lab Assistant

Mr. P Kandasamy
Principal Technical Officer

Smt. Neeraja Sridharan
Sr. Hindi Officer

Mr. V Palaniappan
Sr. Contoller of Finance & Accounts

Smt. Raja Rajeswari Srinivasan
Finance & Accounts Officer

Mr. KS Chandrasekaran
Lab Assistant(2)
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Mr. P Sundararajan
Asst. Section Officer(F&A)

Mr. V Sambasiva Rao
Sr. Technician(2)

Mr. V Jeyaraman
Sr. Technician(2)
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Mr. E Indirajith
Sr. Technician(2)

Smt. Prema Sasidharan
Private Secretary

Mr. R Nagaswamy
Principal Technical Officer

Mr. M Thiruselvam
Guest House Assistant

Dr. V Subramanian
Chief Scientist
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Awards

& Honours

AWSAR Award

Augmenting Writing Skills for Articulating Research (AWSAR) Awards are bestowed
by Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India every
year on 28th February at National Science Day event to nurture science writing
among budding Scientists, wherein science stories submitted by Doctoral and
Post-Doctoral candidates pan India are evaluated and the best (popular) stories
are awarded. Dr. K. Saranya, National Post-Doctoral Fellow under Science and
Engineering Research
Board – DST, under the mentorship of Dr. Swarna V
Kanth, CHORD, has won the AWSAR award by the DST under the Best Popular
Science Stories - Postdoctoral Fellow (PDF) Category with a cash award of
₹10,000/- along with Certificate of Appreciation. The story has been recognized
and awarded as one of the top 20 popular science stories pan India.

Prizes at Q-Quest 2021
The AU TVS Centre for Quality Management, Anna University organized Q-Quest
2021, which is an annual conference providing opportunity for professionals
from various companies to network, interact and gain immense knowledge about
“Quality” which will lead to transformation and growth. The focal point of Q-Quest
2021 involved exploring the role of People, Process and Technology in Quality. The
events organized were also oriented towards the same wherein the participants
had to understand and depict how quality will enable transformation and growth.
Members from CHORD participated in various events held as part of Q-Quest
2021 on 3rd March 2021 (Wednesday) virtually (via MS Teams). The members
have won the following prize

Sri. R. Ramesh, Principal Technical Officer, Leather
Processing Technology Department (LPTD) has
served CSIR-CLRI for about 36 years. He worked
actively in various national and international projects
of the Institute. He was instrumental in development
of newer type of leather finishing technique and was
actively involved in the finished leather certification
and in the technical service activities of LPTD

The Director and Staff wish him a happy and healthy retired life
The readers of The Leather Post can submit their Feedback by clicking on the link below.
https://forms.gle/PRXYuEa4dooL2Tyk7
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